News From The Hills
Stone Hill
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fireplace need a
have just the solution! Add a touch
of sophistication
with this attention
grabbing fireplace
surround. There
is still time to get
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Emtek

Does your current
“face-lift”? We
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Recently there have been
some new developments from
Emtek. They have expanded
their line yet again. The modern line of levers and entrance sets that were once
only offered in the cast
stainless steel are now being
presented in brass as well.
These selections include the

oil rubbed bronze, satin
nickel, flat black, and polished
chrome.
Along with their entrance
sets, Emtek has brought over

rubbed bronze, satin nickel,
flat black, and polished
chrome. The rosettes offered
with the brass levers differ
slightly from their stainless
steel counter parts. The options include the Modern
rosette, Disk rosette, and the
Square rosette.
These adjustments have al-

your order in be-

Apollo Entrance Trim

Athena Lever on Square Rose

Grandot Fireplace Surround
and Over Mantel

fore the snow
starts to fall.
It is available in
twelve different
types of natural
stone options.
Order it as shown
or customize it to
make it one of a
kind. Call or stop
in today for more
details.
www.stonehilldesigns.com

Artemis and Hera Trims for
Mortise Entrance sets, and
the Apollo and Orion Trims
for Tubular Entrance sets. All
four options are available in

Orion Entrance
Trim

the Triton, Helios, and
Athena levers to brass from
stainless steel as well. These
three levers are also available
in the four finishes of oil

Helios Lever with Square Rosette

lowed Emtek to put a slight
twist on the sleek clean lines
of its stainless steel collection
and create door hardware
with a whole new feel.

Where in the World is Nob Hill Hardware?
As you all know the one and
only Nob Hill Decorative
Hardware is located in
Golden Valley, MN. But did
you know that you can find
hardware ordered from our
showroom in over twenty
states and in more than four
countries? The talented
builders, designers, and architects that we have the
pleasure of working with
exhibit their talents all

www.nobhillhardware.com

through the United States as well as
around the world. From vacation

homes in our neighboring Dakotas to
hotels in Spain, the quality and design

of the hardware we carry is
satisfying clients worldwide.
Stop by our showroom to
meet our knowledgeable
staff and see what we have
to offer, and experience why
people order their hardware
from us, even thousands of
miles away.
Our showroom is open M-F
from 8am—5pm. An appointment is appreciated but
not necessary.

7630 Wayzata Boulevard, Minneapolis, MN 55426

763-225-8794

